
From November 4 – 6, ABB Semicon-
ductors held its bi-annual International 
Sales Meeting where all the ABB Semi-
conductors distributors and key ABB 
people came together to review and 
honor past achievements and to discuss 
the future roadmap. This year, 35 dis-
tributors from 19 countries and 4 con-
tinents met with ABB Semiconductors’ 
sales, product management and cus-
tomer & application support specialists. 
On top of the agenda was the expan-
sion of the product portfolio towards 
the medium-power segment, where 
IGBT and thyristor/diode modules ben-
efit from ABB’s well known and prov-
en high quality and reliability. Besides 

this, product updates and roadmaps 
have been presented and strategy and 
business priorities discussed. Hook-
ing presentations, stimulating discus-
sions and – last but not least – enthu-
siasm marked these three days in early 
November. Besides business discus-
sions, networking, team building and 
bonding played an important role in the 
ABB International Sales Meeting, with 
visiting Stadler Rail, one of the leading 
manufacturers of railway rolling stock, 
with an emphasis on regional train mul-
tiple units and trams at its headquar-
ter in Bussnang, Switzerland, being just 
one example. (continuation on page 5, 
Jubilee awards)
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Dear reader!

Success is always the result of 
good teamwork … teamwork in 
and between groups, departments 
and even companies. Beginning of 
November we met with 35 dis-
tributors from 19 countries and 4 
continents for 3 full days for our 
bi-annual International Sales Meet-
ing (cover article) where we truly 
felt what teamwork is (even while 
bowling in the evening). One of the 
meeting’s highlights was the award 
ceremony for three of our dis-
tributors for outstanding 15 and 20 
years of continuous dedication and 
commitment as our valued distribu-
tors (page 5). A highlight of this 
Newsletter is Jürgen Bernauer’s 
Review 2015 and Outlook 2016 
on page 2, where he addresses 
among others Quality and HSE 
(Health, Safety & Environment). 
More about quality and HSE can be 
read on pages 5 and 3 where we 
briefly inform about our 2nd Expert 
Day and about the ABB Safety 
Week, respectively.
With respect to products, an up-
date is given on the 3.3kV LinPak 
(page 3) and our new low-loss, 
high-power 8.5kV thyristors for 
industrial applications (page 6). The 
application note summarized this 
time is “Voltage ratings of high-
power semiconductors” on page 3. 
Also don’t miss the various updates 
on new products and phase-outs.
Last but not least … I wish you a 
very Merry Christmas and Happy 
New Year!

Yours, Christoph Holtmann
PG Communications Manager

Editorial

in a position to judge by themselves. 
If you remember our distributor sales 
event or go to our ABB Semiconductors 
homepage, you and our customers have 
access to the simulation tool SEMIS 
where you can compare for example a 
three-level VSC topology based on IGBT 
or IGCT.
My goals for 2016 are quite simple. We 
should be the master on quality, on-time 
delivery and lead time. This is the license 
to create great customer confidence. 
And I can promise you that we are work-
ing hard on various initiatives to reach 
these goals.
Finally, I would like to conclude that we 
will for sure remain strong in the high-
est segment of power semiconductors. 
This is and will be our key segment but 
a one-stop shopping for our customers 
with a broad product portfolio will help 
us to position ourselves into the future.

Looking forward to a successful and 
interesting Year 2016.

Jürgen Bernauer, Managing Director 
Power Semiconductors

Dear Readers

It’s again my pleasure to share with you 
my thoughts within this newsletter.
The year 2015 marked a change in our 
product strategy. Based on our long 
heritage in quality, reliability, sustainabil-
ity and performance, we have decided 
to extend our product portfolio towards 
the medium power segment with IGBT 
modules and thyristor/diode modules. 
This gives us and you more room for 
growth, especially in growing markets 
like renewables or transportation.
Accordingly, we presented at PCIM 
2015 a new family of products ranging 
from 20Pak to 77Pak. These well-known 
standard products will be complement-
ed by an industrial LinPak version. The 
new IGBT package LinPak will set a new 
standard in terms of low inductance fea-
tures for traction but also other power 
electronic applications.
Through our production network Lenz-
burg-Prague we can offer now also very 
interesting small thyristors with a few 
weeks lead-time. Target markets are AC 
motor soft starters, front-end rectifiers 
and DC drives. Let’s pursue together on 
these opportunities.
During my business visits to custom-
ers, we got always challenged by the 
question whether an IGBT or an IGCT is 
the better device of choice. My answer 
is always that we as ABB can deliver 
both devices and are the best experts to 
discuss the pros and cons of both tech-
nologies. And our customers are now 

Jürgen Bernauer, Review and Outlook
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Publications calendar
 − Bodo’s Power Systems, May 2015

 “SEMIS – An Interactive tool for selecting the right device for your application”
 − Power Electronics Europe, July/August 2015

 “LinPak – a new low inductive phase-leg IGBT module for easy paralleling in
 high power-density converters”

 − Bodo’s Power Systems, November 2015 
“ABB’s New Low Loss High-Power Thyristors for Industrial Applications”

 − Power Electronics Europe, October/November 2015
“The cross switch XS silicon and silicon carbide hybrid concept”

 − Product catalog 2016, February 2016 (hardcopy)

All published publications are available for download on www.abb.com/semicond-
cutors.
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LinPak range expands to 3,300 volt

Following the announcement of the 
innovative 1,700 V / 2 x 1,000 A open 
standard phase-leg module outline – the 
LinPak – ABB expands the lineup with a 
3,300 V / 2 x 450 A version of the 
LinPak.
Thus for the first time a very low-
inductive phase-leg / dual IGBT module 
for the 3,300 V voltage class becomes 
available. Thanks to the identical outline, 
designers can keep the same electrome-
chanical inverter concepts as with the 
1,700 V LinPak modules. The 3,300 V 
LinPak allows, for the first time, custom-
ers to build low-inductive high-voltage 

converters of various power levels with 
just one IGBT article thanks to the easy 
paralleling capability of the LinPak. The 
3,300 V / 2 x 450 A LinPak offers a fast 
and low switching loss SPT+ chipset 
that ideally fits to the LinPak module.
The LinPak is the first 3,300 V module 
with an integrated temperature sensor 
and offers unrivaled reliability thanks 
to well matched materials such as AlN 
insulation and AlSiC base-plate, as well 
as advanced wire-bonding techniques 
and particle free ultrasonic welded main 
connections.
The 3,300 V LinPak is an enabler for 
more reliable, efficient and compact 
inverter designs in traction applications 
such as regional trains and metros but 
as well locomotives and high-speed 
trains. It also serves markets such as 
OHV (off-highway-vehicle) and industrial 
converters for drives and wind-power. 
Prototype sampling of the low-inductive 
3,300 V LinPak IGBT modules will start 
in 1Q16. (rs)

Application note
Voltage ratings of 
high-power 
semiconductors
Determining the voltage rating of a 
prospective power semiconductor is 
normally the first step in designing power 
electronic equipment. If the rating is too 
close to the operating voltage, the risk of 
failure will be large and it will adversely 
affect the equipment availability. Other-
wise, if the voltage rating is chosen with 
an excessive safety margin, the overall 
efficiency and performance will suffer 
since higher rated devices require thicker 
silicon which generates higher losses. 
Thus, how should the voltage rating of 
a power semiconductor be chosen to 
achieve best results for the system?
The answer is given in ABB Semicon-
ductors’ application note “Voltage rat-
ings of high-power semiconductors”. 
To know the different voltage definitions 
is important, as for instances

 − too high a single voltage surge will 
lead to an avalanche breakdown of 
the semiconductor

 − too high a repetitive voltage peak may 
lead to thermal «runaway» even if the 
voltage level of these repetitive volt-
ages is below the avalanche break-
down limit

 − continuous DC voltage across the 
devices leads to a higher probability 
of cosmic ray failure or of thermal 
runaway

The application note defines blocking 
voltages, discusses their differences in 
detail and explains how to choose the 
right voltage rating for line-side or for 
inverter-side power semiconductors. The 
full application note is available for 
download on www.abb.com/semicon-
ductors. (ch)

Voltage definitions

Safety week

In keeping with ABB’s priority and focus on safety, the ABB Safety Week was held around 
the world from October 12th to 16th. At Semiconductors each employee participated at 
a 2 hours safety tour at one of the offered days. People have been made aware not only 
of health, safety and environmental risks at work but also about risks at home or on the 
way to or from work. To continuously discuss, review and train is of utmost importance. 
Only when knowing and being aware of the risks, they can be mitigated and hazards 
and fatalities be avoided.  Here some impressions from stations in Prague and Lenzburg, 
respectively. (ch)
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Products in the pipeline 
BiMOS and bipolar

Product features

1,600 V and 1,800 V dual thyristors
 − Bonded contact technology uses a 

copper baseplate with a soldered 
aluminum oxide ceramic as an insu-
lator. This enables an optimum heat 
transfer. 

1,700 V phase-leg medium power 
IGBT

 − The Industry standard 62Pak com-
bines the well established copper 
technology for industrial applica-
tions with the well-known reliability 
and quality of the ABB HiPak IGBT 
modules.

 − The 1,700 V SPT++ chipset offers 
lowest switching losses and opera-
tion temperature range up to 175 °C.

 − The line-up will start with 2 x 300 A 
rated modules, quickly followed by 
the 200 A and 150 A versions.

−  Electrical samples available on re-
quest. Final qualification and prod-
uct release for serial production is 

planned in Q1/2016.

2,200 V, 5,000 V and 6,000 V dual 
diode modules

 − Pressure contact technology mod-
ules with the highest reliability and 
quality in terms of power cycling 
capabilities.

 − Insulated baseplate with aluminum 
nitride ceramic achieves excellent 
heat transfer and high insulation 
voltage.

7,200 V and 8,500 V phase control 
thyristors

 − Latest high performance thyristor 
generation, developed with focus on 
minimizing the losses and maximiz-
ing the power rating.

 − Addressing demanding high-end 
industrial applications as pumped 
hydro, drives and SVC.

Phased-out products
BiMOS and bipolar

Material Last deliveries

5STR 07F2541 Dec 2015

5SDF 11H4505 Dec 2015

5STR 04T2032 Dec 2015

5SMX 12/76/86E1280 Sep 2016

5SMX 12/76/86H1280 Sep 2016

5SMX 12/76/86K1280 Sep 2016

5SMX 12/76/86L1280 Sep 2016

Part nr. Bipolar Voltage Current Description Housing

5SET 0120M1600 1,600 V 110 A dual thyristor module in 20 mm standard 

package

20Pak

5SET 0175N1800 1,800 V 173 A dual thyristor module in 34 mm standard 

package

34Pak

5SED 0520S2240 2,200 V 520 A dual diode module in 50 mm standard package 50Pak

5SED 0890T2240 2,200 V 889 A dual diode module in 60 mm standard package 60Pak

5SED 0650T5040 5,000 V 651 A dual diode module in 60 mm standard package 60Pak

5SED 0480T6040 6,000 V 481 A dual diode module in 60 mm standard package 60Pak

5SED 0730U6040 6,000 V 731 A dual diode module in 77 mm standard package 77Pak

5STP 48Y7200 7,200 V 4,800 A phase control thyristor Y

5STP 27N8500 8,500 V 2,650 A phase control thyristor N

5STP 27Q8500 8,500 V 2, 900 A phase control thyristor Q

5STP 45Y8500 8,500 V 4,545 A phase control thyristor Y

Part nr. BiMOS

5SNG 0300Q170300 1,700 V 2 x 300 A phase-leg medium power IGBT with SPT++ 

chipset

62Pak

5SNG 0200Q170300 1,700 V 2 x 200 A phase-leg medium power IGBT with SPT++ 

chipset

62Pak

5SNG 0150Q170300 1,700 V 2 x 150 A phase-leg medium power IGBT with SPT++ 

chipset

62Pak

We are pleased to announce that Mr. 
Petr Bouchalik has been appointed 
as new Sales Manager for the Eastern 
European market and related distribu-
tors, starting December 1st, 2015. 
Petr holds a master degree in electrical 
engineering with specialization in Pow-
er Electrical and Electronic Engineer-
ing. Petr previously worked as Service 
and Sales Manager in ABB Drives and 
Motors as well as Project Manager in 
the renewable energy sector.
In his new role, Petr is based in Prague, 
Czech Republic and reports to Mojmir 
Balous, Local PG Manager ABB Semi-
conductors in Prague.

New Sales Manager 
at ABB Semicon-
ductors in Prague
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KWx BV was established in 2002 after 
which, in September 2003, two sales 
divisions, one of them being the Power 
Electronic division, were transferred 
from ABB in Rotterdam to KWx BV. 
Since September of this year, KWx BV 
is part of the Hemmink Group.
The sales group Power Electronics of 
KWx BV has, due to these “ABB roots”, 
a very long relationship with ABB Swit-
zerland Ltd. – Semiconductors and a 
long experience and reputation in the 
challenging Power Electronic market, 
not only in the Benelux countries but 
also outside.
KWx BV offers a wide range of power 
electronic components, and comprises 
not only semiconductors, but also heat-
sinks, sensors, capacitors, semicon-
ductor protection fuses, IGBT drivers, 
resistors etc. This is forming an almost 
complete bill of material for power 
electronic applications. The warehouse 
secures delivery from stock, partly dedi-
cated for our customer’s projects.
This allows our customers, with whom 
we have excellent long term relations, 
to work with us very efficiently, not in 
the last place because of the technical 
knowledge of our engineers, enabling 
solid design-in work.
An important part of the market in our 
area is real high power: traction, sub-
stations and, typical Dutch, marine. As 
these are also important markets for 
ABB Switzerland Ltd. – Semiconduc-
tors, we work closely together in a very 
successful way. 
We are looking forward to further ex-
tend our role in the growing market of 
power electronics!

Portrait:
ABB distributor
KWx BV

Failures are not to be ironed out but to 
be avoided in advance! In aviation or 
road traffic this saves lives – in industry 
this saves a lot of time and money and 
loss of trust! For that purpose, ABB 
Semiconductors fully devoted its second 
“Expert Day” to its “Zero Defect Initia-
tive“ . More than 80 power semiconduc-
tor experts, from ABB Semiconductors 
and from ABB’s Corporate Research 
Center, discussed about how to avoid 
serious defects from the very beginning.
“This workshop for the intensive ex-
change across different departments is 
part of our Knowledge Management”, 
explained René Plate, Senior Qual-
ity Engineer at ABB Semiconductors. 
“Particularly in Quality, where technology 
and knowledge advance very quickly, it 
is fundamental not only to save knowl-
edge reliably but also to make it avail-
able and to distribute it in an easy and 
straight forward way.”
Following the lasting success of the first 
workshop which was devoted to “High 
voltage technology”, this second work-
shop on “Zero Defects” again was a full 
success with many participants, a well-
balanced mix of technical relevant and 
compelling presentations and speakers.
“Quality is the most important subject 
for our customers”, Jürgen Bernauer, 
Managing Director Power Semicon-
ductors, emphasized in his workshop 
opening words. Quality problems with 
delivered products and systems not 

Zero defects in focus: 2nd Semiconductors 
Expert Day

only result in potentially high cost, they 
particularly deteriorate the customers’ 
trust and finally lead to lost business 
opportunities. 
The “Zero Defect Initiative“ targets on 
preventing failures. Potential risks shall 
be identified as early as possible and 
employees shall be given the skills and 
tools to eliminate them. A descriptive 
picture was given by Guido Rohrlack, 
Quality Manager at ABB Semiconduc-
tors, with the “Swiss Cheese Model”, 
where slices of holey Swiss cheese rep-
resent different layers of failure preven-
tion measures with insufficiencies. “The 
objective of the initiative is to identify 
potential holes and to reduce their num-
ber and diameter.” This overview was 
followed by numerous technical presen-
tations addressing failure analysis and 
prevention in a number of areas in the 
field of power semiconductors. “Having 
participated at this Expert Day was a 
real benefit”, Tobias Wikstroem, Prin-
cipal Engineer in Bipolar R&D at ABB 
Semiconductors, happily summarized 
the intensive workshop. (ff, ch)

Jubilee awards (continuation from page 1)

One of the sales meeting highlights certainly was the awards ceremony, acknowl-
edging two of our worldwide distributors for their outstanding 20 years and one for 
15 years of continuous dedication and commitment to ABB. (ch)

15 years - Pankaj Elec-
tronics from India 

20 years - GvA Leistungselektronik from Germany and Nihon 
Inter Electronics Corporation from Japan
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New low loss thyristors for industrial 
applications

High voltage direct current (HVDC) trans-
mission is one – if not the – enabler of 
fulfilling the today’s society’s power needs. 
The heart of ABB’s HVDC Classic trans-
mission systems is the phase controlled 
thyristor (PCT). Knowing that such HVDC 
systems transmit power levels of 6.4 GW 
and even more, it is clear by itself that the 
PCTs fulfill the highest quality and reliability 
requirements. 

Jan Vobecky et al. recently published a 
paper about low-loss high-power thyris-
tors for industrial applications. In short, 
the paper demonstrates that the same 
thyristor design concepts developed for 
HVDC applications are now introduced 
also to thyristors for industrial applications. 

Since the new concept provides signifi-
cantly lower ON-state voltage drop VT and 
lower leakage current while maintaining the 
original blocking capability, it is suitable for 
operation at temperatures higher than in 
ABB’s HVDC Classic systems. The paper 
explains the new design concept, demon-
strates operation up to Tjmax = 115 °C and 
discusses the impact on device parame-
ters relevant for industrial applications with 
a PCT in a package with a 100 mm pole 
piece diameter. 
In summary, the new 8.5 kV thyristors in 
100 mm pole piece diameter housings 
show a 300 mV lower voltage drop com-
pared to the previous generation. The sig-
nificant leakage current reduction provided 
by the new design concept enables to 
permit the maximal voltage amplitude for 
50 Hz half-sine wave up to the full forward 
and reverse repetitive blocking voltage 
levels VDRM and VRRM up to 115 °C.
The full paper – together with many other 
technical ABB Semiconductors publica-
tions – is available for download with the 
“Technical publications” tile in the “Links 
and downloads” section on www.abb.
com/semiconductors. (jv, ch)

Technology curve Qrr – VT for the existing and new 8.5 kV PCT.


